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Abstract

Operating experience has proved so far that BWR control rods cannot be used for the total reactor life time as
originally presumed, but instead has to be considered as a consumable article. After only few operating cycles, the
mechanism of absorber failure has been shown to be neutron induced boron carbide swelling and stress cracking of the
absorber tubes, followed by erosion of the absorber material. In the case that operation of such a control rod is continued in
control cells, this can lead to an increase of the local power density distribution in the core and, under certain conditions, can
even cause fuel rod damage. A non destructive testing method has been developed called "UNDERWATER NEUTRON
RADIOGRAPHY" applicable for any BWR control rod. "Lead-control rods" being radiographed are used to evaluate their
actual nuclear worth by the help of a special analytical procedure developed and verified by the author. Nuclear worth data
plotted against burn up history data will allow to create an "'EMPIRIC MODEL". This model includes the basic idea of
operating control rods of a certain design first in a control position up to a target fluence limited to an amount just below
the appearance of control rod washout. Afterwards they have to be moved in a shut down position to work therefor the total
remaining holding period. The initial model is applicable to any CR-design as long as sufficient measuring-data and thus
data about the nuclear worth are available. The results of these experiences are extrapolated to the whole reactor holding
period. After modelling no further measurements of this particular control rod type are necessary in any reactor. The second
focal point is to provide an APPROXIMATION EQUATION. By knowing the absorber radius, B4C density and absorber
enclosure data an engineer will calculate reliably the working life of any control rod design on control position, indicated as
maximum allowable neutron fluence margin until absorber wash-out starts. This concept - to calculate the control rod's
working life both in the control position and the shut-down position - will automatically lead to an optimization of the
control rod strategy. Control rod optimisation is demonstrated by accumulating the total amount of control rods required in
a medium-sized BWR up to the total reactor holding period. At least 60% of the first core inventory - for this control rod type
an existing EMPIRICAL MODEL is already available - may be used up to the total operating period without any safety loss.
Looking to the present disposal situation this concept represents a practical way to reduce all high level waste. In addition
benefit of utilizing this concept is that it minimizes tritium emission. Control-rods utilized within Boiling Water Reactors
(BWR) are designed for the purpose to control and shape the neutron flux profile in the reactor, to adjust the range of
regulation referring to the weight rate of the reactor coolant and thirdly by- shutting down the reactor at any time and under
any conditions with regard to nuclear aspects, mechanical integrity and control rod history. The designation control- or shut
down rod characterize the particular field of activity for a given control rod. The focal point of my work had shown to be a
calculation of the nuclear working life of any control rod design as well as an optimisation method with reference to the
holding period for a given control rod inventory as a result of measuring data and a theoretical analysis describing the
parameters in a general validity form.

1. DESIGN VARIATIONS

The control rods typically used in boiling water type reactors (see Figure 1) are provided with a
cruciform shape and pass in the interstices between fuel channels. The typical basic product line of
the GE control rod (standard control rod) is shown in the Figure 1. Four absorber blades are arranged
in order to form the required cruciform shape. Every blade is filled with up to 21 small absorber tubes
placed in side by side relation along the axis of the cruciform shaped control rod containing B4C
powder inside, compressed to a theoretical density of 70 % by vibro compacting. B4C is preferably
used in most of all reactor types because of the high reactivity worth reduction capability and its low
price compared to other absorber materials.

The mechanical integrity of those control-rods is safely fixed by a sheath metal jacket
surrounding the absorber tubes and welded to the upper and lower end fittings of the control rod and
to a connecting rod arranged at the centre of the absorber cross. Design variations have been
performed in order to extend the service life limit by using high purity steel, different absorber

1 Summary report of thesis including some additional aspects to the actual problem by using B4C and Hf
within a control-rod in general.
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volumes and Hf located at the higher burn up zones. The latest GE control rod version called
marathon shows a new basic control blade structure consisting of vertically extending square tubes
welded together in a long line (about 450m) to form solid stainless steel blades filled up with absorber
segments.

In another prior art configuration, it has been known to provide a solid stainless steel member
with drilled holes, the ABB basic design (CR 70) [1, 2]. This solid steel member has the same length
and width of the prior sheath metal jacket. Every solid blade has a plurality of accurately drilled holes
extending horizontally from the side edges of the rod to and towards the centre of the required
cruciform shape. The solid stainless steel sheets designed with a thickness of about 8 mm are welded
together at the centre. Depending from different design variations the B4C powder in each wing is
filled by vibro compacting in horizontally drilled holes of about 6mm diameter and spaced at a pitch
of about 7.5 mm. Regarding to newer design variations the holes are additionally filled with hafnium
pins (the uppermost 19 holes) at the top of the wing (CR 82) or additionally filled together with Hf
end plugs (CR85) at the outer section of the blade wing. To balance the gas pressure between
different absorber holes the border in front of the absorber wing is equipped with a communication
channel to balance the gas pressure between different exposed absorber sections. The nuclear worth is
adjustable by varying the depth of the holes, the absorber cross section and the space between two
holes.

At the moment the latest ABB control rod versions CR82m and CR85 m are tested all over the
world to extend the nuclear data base. This particular control rod design shows up to 4 significant
variations [2] by using:

- B4C pellets instead of B4C powder (partly)
- smaller hole diameter
- closer hole to hole separation

Lilting handle

'^—} Cooling hole

Uncoupling handle

SOUARE TUBE

Standard Hybrid/Duralife XY Marathon ABBCR XY

FIG. 1. Different basic design variations ofBWR control rods
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2. OPERATING EXPERIENCE

Operating experience has proved so far that this reactor component cannot be used for the total
reactor life time as originally presumed, but instead has to be considered as a consumable article
[3-11]. After only few operating cycles, the mechanism of absorber failure has been shown to be
neutron induced boron carbide swelling up to 16% compared to unirradiated B4C powder, density
reduction of the absorber material at the same magnitude and stress cracking of the absorber tubes
(enclosure) followed by erosion of the absorber material. The occurrence of absorber gaps will start at
a local-burn up between a range of 50 to 55% boron 10 depletion in the case by exposing the GE
standard control rod design [12, 13]. Eddy current testing of the rods showed defect signals, i.e.
longitudinal cracks, corresponding to a slight diameter increase up to 0.2% (Stainless steel 304).

The mechanism during absorber exposure with neutrons has to be pictured as follows. During
irradiation a solid ring is formed (Figure 2a) as a result of the 10B reaction with neutrons, starting from
the outer surface of the absorber area to grow up to the axial centre line of the absorber tube by
following an exponential burnup expression. This means the density reduction will start directly at the
inner wall of the tube to indicate massive circumferential stress. Those forces are necessarily needed
to move small particles of absorber product forcibly to the gaps (free volume) available. The original
free volume of 30% (B4C 70% at theoretical density) is not completely available for swelling
accommodation, since the forces needed to move small particles of absorber product will pass the
mostly intergranular (see Figures 2b and 2c) and longitudinal in view of the tube axis (see Figure 2d)
to allow a wash out mechanism through the crack (see Figure 3) during exposure ultimate strength of
the absorber enclosure which is actually used. From this it may be concluded that the cracks could
only arise in connection with mechanical steady state stress to the inner surface

a) B4C cake [4] c) crack (more older) [3]

b) Intergranular young crack [31 d) View through the coolant hoie to absorber
tube (segment) showing a longitudinal crack [ 14]

FIG. 2. B4C cake and cracking behaviour within the absorber tube
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F/G. 5. Radiography of the upper section of an absorber blade showing absorber loss (marked)

In the case that operation of a control rod showing massive absorber gaps is continued in
control cells, this can lead to an increase of the local power density distribution in the core and under
certain conditions, can even cause fuel rod damage (PCI) (e.g. see Figure 4, where a loss of about
73% regarding to the original 10B content due to burnup and wash-out occurred [15]; the thermal
accumulated neutron fluence in the absorber was O(CR/4) = 2.46 snvt, whereas 1 snvt =
1 x 1021 n/cm2). Depending from the axial power distribution in the core the relative worth reduction of
a quarter control rod like this has been calculated to be 22% corresponding to a local amount of even
35% [15].

Figure 5 illustrates the core loading scheme of NPP Wurgassen cycle 4 showing locations of
defect fuel elements (fuel array) and defect fuel rods (marked dots) including all control positions
(cruciforms) being inserted during the fourth cycle.

The nuclear behaviour of ABB control rods is basically comparable to those of the GE-design.
Destroying investigations performed at the first core control rod CR70 design verified that the damage
mechanism has to be exactly the same: neutron induced intergranular stress cracking of the absorber
blade resulting in absorber loss at high burn up zones. Figure 6 shows a radiograph of the uppermost
part of two CR70 control rod wings [16]. The gaps located at the outer ends of the horizontal fillings
indicate, that the cracks must have a longitudinal shape (horizontally cracks) and every hole has to be
calculated separately in view of "critical" neutron fluence (defined as beginning of absorber loss).

As part of a research program 8 ABB lead control rods were tested. One of 4 CR70 type control
rods showed cracks after 3x18 months cycles (Ocrit = 2-2.3 x snvt) [17]. The accumulated operating
experience with all B4C control rods (CR70) showed, that more than 90 % of the replaced rods were
found to be cracked in the uppermost top section [18]. The reason is explained by G. Vesterlund
(ABB) to be a very strong axial gradient of absorption. Same results has been observed by the author
regarding to GE type control rods.
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FIG. 4. Radiograph of the upper quarter of a high burnup control rod
(GE standard design) showing massive absorber gaps

A. Johnson [2] reports about two CR85 control rods operating in deeply inserted control
positions during all cycles from 1985 to 1990. One of the rods was found to be cracked during the
inspection in 1990. The crack was positioned above hole number 20 from the top, i. e. the uppermost
hole containing boron carbide.

A. Huttmann [19] reports about 2 "Ultimate" control rods (type CR85) operating in deeply
inserted control positions up to a neutron fluence of 3.3 snvt (quarter segment). They were also found
to be cracked. The author came to the result, that CRs of this particular type will not loose their
shutdown and scram capabilities, if defects of the described nature are present (I give proof of the
incorrectness of this conclusion in [15]).
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FIG. 5. Core loading scheme ofNPP Wiirgassen cycle 4
showing all locations of defect fuel elements (yellow) and defect fuel rods (marked red)

including all control positions (blue) being moved (inserted) during the fourth cycle

Introducing those high worth control rods (110% relative worth), the gadolinium concentration
can be reduced significantly up to 3% by using a control rod management to exchange all control rods
up to the outermost located core row against CR85 CRs (type 110%) within 3 cycles (ABB patent).
This strategy must include that all control rods have to hold the relative effectiveness at 110% any
time and during each cycle! Own investigations for a given example showed, that the number of
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FIG. 6. Radiograph of the uppermost part ofCR70 control rod wings [16]

simulation of damage

front of the

absorber blade horizontally crack

- vertically crack

FIG. 7. Schematic representation of an ABB control rod segment and mechanism of damage
randomly designed by digital image processing to get a visual impression

(any resemblance to an existing blade section is purely coincidental)
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control rods per cycle will raise up to 200% by reducing the gadolinium concentration only at a
quarter fuel loading. This fact should explain enough! According to the latest reports [20], it may be
concluded that control rods, additionally filled with hafnium pins at the top of the wing, will show
horizontally as well as vertically cracks (Figure 7).

By combining both absorber materials within one absorber enclosure, two different damage
mechanism will work together. The cracks having a longitudinal shape will only arise in
connection with mechanical steady state stress as a function of the accumulated neutron fluence. The
vertically shaped cracks must have another cause.

At ABB control rods (CR82, CR85) first cracks were preferably found at the upper part of the
control rod, the hafnium/boron carbide area. For this reason the boron burnup reaction should be
investigated with respect to the reaction B4C with Hf during exposure to neutrons. Control rods
containing B4C and Hf material which are directly located close together do not need any H2 pick up
mechanism through stainless steel clad. The nuclear reactions building tritium within the control rods
containing 10B are as follows:

]0B + n-^1Li+AHe + 2,19 MeV (thermal) (])
1 A H + n

Q,23MeV (2)
0B + n->9Be+'H (fast) (3)

3 (4)

They might act excellent as supplier for the hydrating process to form Hf Hi.7 bulges. The
kinetic energy (see eq. (1) ) resulting from different reactions during neutron capture probably works
as a moderator with respect to the tritium to react with hafnium to form a metallic gas mixture. Hf
hydride precipitates in producing Hf hydride bulges. The following formula describes the chemical
mechanism

10Hf+ 17H=> 10HfHi7 (5)
(6)

m ( H > = n ( H ) x M ( H ) = L 7 X 1 - 0 0 8 , 0 . 0 0 9 5 , 9 5 0 0 p p m
n ( H f H 1 7 ) x M ( H f H 1 7 ) 1 x 1 8 0 . 3 1 4 P P

Figure 8 represents the H Hf phase diagram which is based on the isothermal equilibrium
hydrogen vapour pressure measurements of R.K. Edwards and E. Veleckis [18]. For a different
pressure (the pressure adjusting during exposure) the principle phase line to be expected is marked in
red. Figure 8 shows that at locations of lower temperatures Hf hydride precipitates due to thermal
diffusion. Local volume extension by 14.7 % (Hf Hi 7) obviously reacts in removing the metallic
border from the front of the absorber wing (vertically crack).

The two different mechanism of damage might be the reason to the longitudinal and vertically
shaped cracks found in the ABB control rods.

Additionally swelling deformation of several absorber holes side by side (ballooning), as it
has been observed recently in different BWRs in Japan [20], is probably only possible by using the
latest ABB control rod design CR82m/CR85m (Figure 9). The following reasons should be
responsible to this event:

• reduction of the absorber diameter in comparison to the CR70/82/85/ control rod design
and in this way reduction of the nuclear life limit (described later);

• distance "b" is reduced (closer hole to hole separation) in comparison with distance "a"
to claim the way the cracks should follow;

• new steel with higher strain capability (creeping) does not bring any advantage in view of
the nuclear life limit (described later).
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FIG. 8. H-Hf phase diagram

B, C Hf H.

a<b

ballooning

FIG. 9. Schematic representation of the new ABB control rod concept and
mechanism of ballooning (which will lead to "stuck rod")

3. MANAGEMENT FOR AN OPTIMUM CONTROL ROD STRATEGY

The limited service life of this important core component requires carefully planned strategies
in order to minimize the number of control rods to be exchanged. For this reason the author
developed a non-destructive testing method to systematically study the operating behaviour of control
rods since 1983 and to optimize the control rod management with regard to their life expectancy.
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The present work demonstrates the measuring results of different BWR control rod design
variations evaluated with the help of a non-destructive testing method utilizing neutrons - referred to
as underwater neutron radiography. This particular testing method is comparable to the X-ray
examination method and was developed by the author specifically for this application. The evaluation
of all neutron radiography results including a re-analysis of results from destructive tests of B4C
absorber samples, led to two basic findings.

First: An approximation equation to calculate reliably the control rod's working life on
control position, indicated as neutron fluence as a function of different construction features
like absorber radius, theoretical density and absorber tube parameters until absorber washout
starts.

The second focal point of this work is to provide an empirical model application to be used
for control rods in the shutdown positions for the total remaining holding period corresponding to
the safety-related evaluation criteria required. By using both instruments to calculate the control rod's
working life, users can optimize their control rod strategy to save 60% of the control rod inventory
during the reactor period.

Figure 10 illustrates how the method generally works to achieve an optimized control rod
management. All new results based on the authors thesis work are shaded. To get a surveillance of
the control rods working life, generally 4 different methods are available:

• Monitoring of the tritium activity in the reactor coolant;
• Monitoring of the neutron fluence in substitution for the reactivity control;
• Optical inspection method;
• The submarine neutron radiography.

3.1. Monitoring of the tritium activity in the reactor coolant

Tritium is produced in a remarkable amount during reactor operation. It shows a long half life
and is difficult to detect, because of its low radiation energy level. It is often to be found as HTO or
T2O in steamy or liquid form. Because of this great expenditure would be necessary to separate this
element from natural water. Storage of 3H for a longer time period in the reactor coolant is
unsuccessful, because of the long half-life of 12.3 years [21].

So the 3H has to be disposed to the waste water treatment and additionally to the waste air. In
contrast to German regulations, where the tritium release [22] is fixed to different amounts depending
on reactor type and federal authority of the respective federal state, in the USA the tritium release is
generally fixed to a maximum limit of 10 curies at any one time or to 100 curies in any one calendar
year [23].

The nuclear reactions building tritium within the control rods are as described in equation (1) to
(4). So monitoring the tritium activity in the reactor coolant is generally a good tool to get information
about control rod behaviour. The method works by comparing the measuring results of the tritium
transmission rate into the reactor coolant of cycle A and B being existent as an equilibrium
concentration. The balance equation referring to a BWR working with leaking control rods (see
Figure 11) is based on the following expression:
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EMPIRICAL MODEL: CR'S IN SHUT DOWN POSITIONS

MICROSKOP. BURN UP MODEL: CRS ON CONTROL POSITIONS
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FIG. 10. Strategy for an optimized control rod management



river

FIG. 11. Schematic representation of the reactor circulation including leakage of coolant

The tritium release in the absorber, described as function of the inventory, will be:

whereas

(8)

/ r = tritium release inl/s

NT= number of tritium atoms

pr = proportionally factor in 1/s

rr = tritium production rate in s'\

The tritium transmission rate RT finally will be derived as:

Rr = A
T(

• mw + / % ) , (9)

whereas A in t£i. specific tritium activity per m3 coolant (as to be measured)

AT in /JCI

/.,- in

m

1/

= reactor coolant loss rate (out of the circulation)

= reactor coolant inventory

= constant of radioactive transformation with respect to

tritium

This analytical study of a balance equation, shown in Figure 12, generally only permits to get
an integral answer about leaking control rods in the core. Figure 12 shows that comparing cycle A and
B, the tritium transmission rate into the reactor coolant will be reduced significant by shuffling (48)
high burnup control rods at the end of cycle A from control positions to shut down positions during
the following cycle B ("effect 48U")- This fact is important regarding to the "Empirical Model"
applicable for control rods on a shut down position showing low burnup until end of reactor life (this
will be described later). Same effect occurs if (8) high burnup control rods on control positions are
going to be replaced at the end of any cycle ("effect 8E").

As a second important fact regarding to Figure 12, it may be concluded that the tritium release
will only be a function of the control rod leakage itself. Defect fuel elements may not show
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FIG. 12. Change of the specific tritium activity AT(rrln)per m3 reactor coolant by shuffling or

unloading of high burnup control rods in NPP KRBA [4] and in NPP Wurgassen

remarkable tritium release by comparing the time periods from cycle 3 to 10 and cycle 11 to 16 of
NPP Wurgassen: after cycle 10 in principle no fuel defect occurred. The tritium activity measured
after cycle 10 had been verified by the help of neutron radiographic investigations only to be a result
of leaking control rods (3 of ,,high purity steel" version and one of a prototype version).

3.2. Monitoring of the neutron fluence in substitution for the reactivity control

The process computer accumulates the fuel exposure adjacent to each quarter axial segment of
every control rod and converts the exposure to a neutron fluence <t>CRy4 respectively to a 10B burnup
am . Generally the reactivity worth of a given control rod is determined by the initial amount and

individual type of control rod, his irradiation depletion and last not least the total reactivity inserted
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into the core. The accumulated neutron fluence OCR/4 basically being proportional to an equivalent 10B
burnup ^ is convertible to a burnup by the help of a proportionality factor a.

whereas

n

= \<$>(r,z,t)dt in snvt = 102' n / arc

(10)

(ID

= average neutron fluence over a control rod quarter segment in 1021 n/cm2

IOaCR 4= relative average IOB burnup over a control rod quarter segment in %

a = relative 10B burnup in % = _£_ A,

<x= proportionality factora in %bumup
10:1n/ cm2

in (n,a)/ar?

So, if the relative l B burnup a has not been indicated as a correct neutron fluence value
O in the past, the proportionality factor a has to be modified for any control rod design as well
as the relative worth. A realistic forecast of the service life only based on quarter segment fluences
OCR/4 currently indicated by the designer will not be possible, but will lead to the mentioned effects
described before. Figure 13 shows the basic relation between the local fluence/burnup (O/a) with
corresponding averaged (over a quarter segment) values OcR/4/acR/4 to be explained by the help of
local factors f̂ , frad.

radfcorej

FIG. 13. Basic connection between the local fluence 0 and burnup a with corresponding
averaged values <£>CR 4 respectively aCR 4
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3.3. Optical inspection method

The optical inspection method (see Figure 14) performed during an outage by using an
underwater camera permits to get an visual impression about metallography (corrosion
characteristics), mechanical properties and in case of a prototypical control rod version information
about dimensional changes (dimensional measurements). But this method is not suitable to give any
answer about absorber behaviour (burnup condition; boron loss) described before.

Monitor GE-Design ABB-Design

absorbertube

Camera

rif3\P

GE-Design control blade section ABB-Design

coolant hole in the cover sheet •
and visible parts of the absorbertubes
(longitudinal to the axis of
the control rod)

B4C hafnium

blade segment with 2 Absorberholes
filled up with B4C and hafnium
(transvers to the axis of the control
rod)

FIG. 14. Optical inspection of control rods in the fuel storage pool
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3.4. The neutron radiography

The neutron radiographic inspection system shown in Figure 15 consist of an inspection station,
which safety retains the control rod to be inspected, an inspection hood with collimator and reference
rods, film cassettes, a 500 ng Cf-252 neutron source (Q(t=0) = 1.2xlO9 n/cm2), nuclear tracer films
(approximately 5.9 x 9.84 in) and a film development and evaluation device.

NR-FILM

JNSPEKT1ON HOOD

Cf-252 NEUTRON SOURCE

REFERENCE

RODS

>&3 S

FIG. 15. Neutron radiographic inspection system

3.4.1. Measuring principle

The control blade segments are exposed to a low energy, parallel neutron flux in the fuel storage pool. The
measuring principle is based on the absorption of these neutrons by the I0B present in the absorber rods and the
irradiation of a nuclear tracer film by the neutrons which were not absorbed. To calibrate the measurement
segmented reference rods filled with B4C of different theoretical densities simulating different I0B burn-up as
well as water and air. The reference rods are exposed together with every radiograph of a particular control blade
section.

Those neutrons not being absorbed will react with the 10B converter located behind the film foil to indicate
invisible small nuclear traces in the foil as a result of recoil protons and a particles (see Figure 16).
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FIG. 16. Illustration of the film/foil arrangement showing nuclear traces to form a picture

The invisible traces have to be etched in an alkine solution (10% NaOH) at about 60°C for at least 1.5 to 3
hours (see Figure 17).

CELLULOSEN:TRAT

FIG. 17. Film developing mechanism and part of a track-etch foil after exposure

The weak contrast is amplified by means of diffused light to convert the trace density to different points of
brightness as follows (Fig. 18):

a high trace density results in bright field illumination;
a weak trace density will form a weak illuminated picture.

black background
track etch foil

observation point

FIG. 18. Principle to convert the trace density on the track-etch foil to an image
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3.4.2. Method to evaluate "loss in relative control rod worth - WA" for a particular control rod quarter segment

To evaluate loss in relative control rod worth for a quarter segment first the neutron radiography results of
16 track etch films have to be digitized (see Figure 19) and converted to the actually burnup by the help of an
image analyzing system. Using a high level CCD-camera, a real time digital image processing system, the video
input signals (image) are digitized and converted (A/D-converter) into 1024 x 1024 x 8 bit pixel values with a
range of 256 grey levels or RGB false colours.

control blade segment
of the upper part

track etch foil

FIG. 19. Digitisation of track-etch foils

To realize an automatic analysis in relation to the 10B content of 16 stored images in each image first the
centre lines of the absorber tubes have to be detected. After drawing two lines from C to D and from E to F (see
Figure 20) marker flags are automatically generated from a line luminance profile. The straight line connecting
the two "valleys"- each automatically created from the same absorber tube, but from different axial positions-
represents the unknown centre line from A to B.

After digitizing the boron content of a control rod quarter segment this part has to be divided virtually in
92 horizontally cross shaped slices of 1 cm length (see Figure 21) or 92 B4C arrangements (equivalent to a
control rod quarter segment length). Those arrangements are used as an input for k-infinity calculations (KMC).
The geometry model includes heterogeneous core geometric, fuel rods, absorber rod dimensions, boron fillings
and fuel channels of a particular core cell. So different radial boron fillings detected by neutron radiography
inspection will be taken into account.

To reduce the time for expensive k-infinity calculations a correlation has been developed to calculate loss
of relative control rod worth as a function of different empty absorber tubes. This linear function allows to
calculate loss of relative control rod worth "WAKMC" for every of the 92 "axially homogenized" control rod
slices in a simplified way. However, to evaluate a realistic loss of relative control rod worth WA in a particular
core each of the 92 WAKMC results have to be modified by using correcting factors.
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NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHIC MEASUREMENTS
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FIG. 21. Method to evaluate a realistic loss of relative control rod worth WaappnKipprox
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Those correcting factors will be easy derivable from reactivity worth analyses (cold worth condition)
generally performed in each BWR at the begin of any cycle to find the control rod with the highest reactivity
worth in the particular core. Based on the axial distribution of the integral (total) control rod worth here defined
as WA in % versus the core height the correcting factors will be easily derived by differentiating each cm of the
mentioned control rod worth function along the quarter rod length to provide 92 correcting factors. Each of those
correcting factors will calibrate the corresponding (same core position) 92 k -infinity results described in flow
chart 2 as WAapprox. By simulating conservative conditions a realistic loss of relative control rod worth WAapprox

is available.

4. THE EMPIRICAL MODEL

The empirical model applicable to used control rods in the shut down positions includes the basic idea of
operating control rods of a certain design first in a control position up to a target fluence (Figure 22, horizontal
front axis) in order to move them afterwards in a shut down position (Figure 22, left horizontal axis), where they
may work for the total remaining holding period corresponding to the safety-related evaluation criteria required
(diagram 3, vertically axis). The control rods are still only required for start-up and shut-down procedures and are
no longer exposed to steady neutron irradiation. The initial model - in this case primarily used for BWR control
rods of the type "first core load" - in principal is applicable to any design as long as sufficient measuring data is
available about the behaviour of the corresponding control rod type as a function of their burn-up history. The
present model, calibrated to neutron radiographic measuring data and gathered by the author during the past 12
operating years, includes a total operating experience of 16 reactor cycles. The results of these measurements are
transformed to data representing loss of relative control rod worth WAapprox and are extrapolated to the whole
reactor holding period (see Figure 22).

5. THE MICROSCOPIC BURNUP MODEL

In the microscopic bum-up model basic influences of the single design related parameters are described
which are important to the nuclear bum-up behaviour of cylindrical I0B absorbers in general. An approximation
equation has been developed to calculate reliably, the working life of any control rod design, indicated as neutron
fluence <J>crit in snvt until absorber wash out starts - and as a function of different construction features such as
absorber radius R, influence of the absorber-tube F(s) (-enclosure) as well as the absorber density pa, in g/cm3.
Measurements, destructive investigations of absorber tubes and results from irradiation tests conducted in the
Hanford thermal reactors in Washington (USA) are basically used to create the microscopic bum-up model.
Different bum-up distributions of B4C absorber pellets (pa, = 100 %) will demonstrate the main differences of the
shell model depicted in [24] in comparison to the microscopic bum-up model developed by the author. In both
diagrams exemplary 4 different local bum-up profiles a(<&) as well as the corresponding specimen averaged l0B
burnup a^O) are depicted as a function of the applied neutron fluence (see Figures 23 and 24).

The relationship between irradiation exposure and averaged 10B bum-up ami®) had been established in
[24] by mass spectroscopy analysis of the 10B/nB ratio and represents the basic expression (O) = aja which is
already described in equation (10). However, a re-analysis of those investigations showed that the relationship
between specimen averaged bum-up am(4>) and local burnup a(<t>), calculated by the help of the shell model has
to be modified. This modification has been successfully verified by using the theory of functions.

By comparing the local burnup profiles in both diagrams each corresponding to the same specimen
averaged bum-up (same colour) its obvious, that the local profiles show divergence preferably within the
outer absorber zones, where the burnup shows a steep angle of gradient. Therefor it may be assumed, that
mass spectroscopic analysis conducted at those locations generally will contain a large margin of error.

Based on the local bum-up equation

where r= absorberradius and (]) = applicated neutron fiuence follows, that 3. , the specimen averaged

bum-up is a function of

J 03)
where 3 . = the maximum of the local burnup profile

max
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F/G. 22. Relative cold worth reduction of a control rod quarter segment in % (vertical axis)
[resulting from neutron radiographic measurements of standard control rods

depicted as a function of the applied neutron fluence in snvt (horizontal front axis)
and as a function of cycles in shut down positions (left horizontal axis)
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resultig from the boudary condition of the critical fractional radius change £21 of the absorber tube

R
indicated as to be time proportional to absorber tube cracking follows, that

a = (14)

That means, 3 , will only be dependent as a function of the material properties of the particular
mkiit

absorber tube and not as a function of the tube radius itself.

[4,5 * 10-20] lom=3,3%!

absorber
center
lime

FIG. 23. Local a(r) and average burnup a,,, distribution in 0.25 inch cylinders of100% TD B4C
as a function of the applied neutron fluence based on measurements and calculations

by the shell model in [24]; logically false relation between a(r) and am

horde
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FIG. 24. Local a(r) and average burn-up am distribution in 0.25 inch cylinders of 100% TD B4C
as a function of the applied neutron fluence based on the microscopic burnup model in [15];

logically corrected function of am -f(a(r))
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Figures 25 - 27 show exemplary the ,,critical' local burn-up distribution a(Ocrit) (Fig. 25) as well as the
critical density distribution (Fig. 26) and in addition the distribution of the critical free volume (Fig. 27) as a
function of the absorber radius referring to the standard control rod design basically calculated by the help of the
microscopic burnup theory.

IBB-

68

a in v.

48

28

center of absorber axis

-•- a at (|>(krit) in %

a at (j)(krit)= 53 %

\

8
B 8,2 8,4 8,6 8,8 1

border of absorber

i 1—I r

1,2 1,4 1,6
r in mm

FIG. 25. Critical local burn-up distribution a(0cril) in % and averaged relative burnup am(&criJ in % as a
function of the absorber radius r in mm (standard control rod design) calculated by the help of the microscopic

burn-up theory

center

1,4 1,6
r in mm—

FIG. 26. Critical local density distribution p(&Crit) os a function of the absorber radius r (standard control rod
design) calculated by the help of the microscopic burn-up theory

1 defined as beginning of washout mechanism
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After passing the "critical" fluence a solid ring of absorber material is formed to a solid ceramic
cake(100% burnup zone). At this area the original free volume of 30% existing at the beginning of the exposure
event is completely used up to zero %. For illustration, Figure 28 shows the cross section (polished section) of an
exposed original B4C absorber tube just after passing the critical burnup margin of about 50% as measured by the
help of a secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS) in the GKSS Forschungszentrum Geesthacht.

center

r in tun

FIG. 27. Critical local free volume distribution Vf0cri, as a function of the absorber radius r (standard control
rod design) calculated by the help of the microscopic burn-up theory

FIG. 28. Absorber tube Nr.3, section located 340 mm from the upper end; burnup a,,,(0cnl) &50% (averaged
over the cross section) [15]
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The marked line illustrates r', where the free volume of 0 at % is left to raise up by smoothing to the shape
of an exponential function (see Fig. 27) in direction to the centreline of the absorber affected. Evaluation of all
neutron radiographic measurements results and a re-analysis from destructive tests of B4C samples finally lead to
a master equation describing the nuclear working life of any particular BWR control rod as a neutron fluence
margin 4>crit until absorber washout starts:

T T V > I t h ' ( s ) •krt(CRquartersegment) T V > I t h ' (s)

whereas R = radius of the absorber tube
n = theoretical density (B4C)
i th

F(s) = factor representing the influence of absorber tube properties

' '

-t - PJ-R, -R;
0 6 )

where
fax = axial burnup factor (available data accumulated with process computer (TCREX))

frad ~ ra<Jial burnup factor (available by the help of KMC Monte Carlo analysis)
R = absorber radius in mm
Ra = outer radius of the absorber tube in mm
Rf = inner radius of the absorber tube in mm
s{ =0.635 wall thickness referring to the standard absorber tube in mm
p!h = B4C theoretical density in %
B =101.28 constant in %
A =-0.5902 constant in%
R = 3.175 absorber radius of the test specimen as reported in [24] in mm

Co =17.152 constant in%/snvt

C{ = - 0,1 constant in 1 / snvt

Equation (15) involves different construction features which are responsible to the nuclear working life in
general. This will be shown in Figures 29 -31.

5.1. Influence of the absorber radius

The nuclear working life of a particular control rod will increase as the absorberradius increases by
following a linear function (see Figure 29).

5.2. Effects with respect to the wall thickness of an absorber tube

To get information about influences to the nuclear working life of absorber tubes showing different wall
thicknesses, neutron radiography results have been compared to calculations based on the elasticity law as well as
on the plasticity method, see Table I.

An influence referring to the wall thickness of an absorber tube - verified to be a calculation based on the
elasticity method - showed not to be a predominant factor regarding to the nuclear life time as presumed before
(see Figure 30).
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FIG. 29. Criticalfluences 0(R)CR/4CHI ofBWR control rods as a function of the absorber radius R resulting from
neutron radiographic measurements. (p,j, = 70%)

TABLE I. FACTOR OF INFLUENCE REFERRING TO THE WALL THICKNESS OF AN
ABSORBER TUBE F(S) RESULTING FROM MEASUREMENTS (NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY)
COMPARED TO CALCULATIONS BY FOLLOWING THE ELASTICITY-PLASTICITY METHOD

F(s) in %

neutron radiographic
measurements

calculations based
on the elasticity
method

T212/1 =case 1
T212/2 = case2

-5.6
+ 6.8

-3.3
+ 5.7

calculations based on the plasticity method

Variant A
-17
+ 21

Variant B
-20
+ 28

5.3. The steel selection

The steel selection of an absorber enclosure showing a large creeping capability used to obtain a large
volume for swelling accommodation of the absorber material will not lead automatically to a longer working life,
since it had been demonstrated, that the radial creeping velocity of the absorber tube material defined as
A8 / At shows small values in comparison to the absorber growing capability (velocity) defined as Ar / At. The
swelling behaviour of the absorber described in principal by the help of the applied neutron fluence A = f(J>(lt
is basically controlled by the forces acting to the absorber tube after exposure. <

5.4. Variation of the theoretical density

The capability to use the original free volume within an absorber for swelling accommodation will
basically grow up by reducing the theoretical density from 70% to a lower margin (Figure 31). The Figure shows
that by using a reduced density for better swelling accommodation this have to be optimized in relation to the
number of 10B atoms required to held the relative reactivity worth during the whole operation period.

The working life determined by using the master equation is in line with the operating experience
and is compared to the values currently indicated by the designer which are higher by the factor of about
2. The reason may be explained by comparing the local burnup profiles a(r) in Figures 23 and 24 showing
divergences within the outer absorber zones.
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The literature does not offer any comparable studies concerning these problems. According to the present
research, it has to be concluded that the control rod design of all reactors using B4C as neutron poison have
to be revised in order to predetermine the real holding periods.
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FIG. 30. Factor of influence referring to the wall thickness of an absorber tube F(s) (same steel selection)
as a function of the wall thickness s in mm normalized to the wall thickness of the standard absorber tube s

= 0.635 mm
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FIG. 31. &(r,m) an ̂ n snvt as a function of the theoretical density p,h in % until absorber wash out starts
depicted for absorber radius- Ri = 1.75 mm; R2= 2.5 mm; R3 = 3 mm - normalized to the wall thickness of

the standard absorber tube s = 0,635 mm
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Coming back to Fig. 10, both models - the EMPIRICAL MODEL applied to used control rods on the
shut-down positions and the approximation equation to calculate the control rod's working life on control
position based on the MICROSCOPIC BURNUP MODEL will preset how an optimized control rod
management will be handled (see Figure 32).

The different coloured square boxes shown in Figure 32 will simulate control cells of a mid-sized BWR
core. All yellow square boxes are shown as typical shut down positions whereas the other coloured square boxes
will simulate the control positions. Based on the calculated nuclear working life (equation (16)) of any different
control rod version being inserted, the "long life" control rods will be positioned firstly on a control position up
to a maximum allowable neutron fluence margin (below the ..critical value" until absorber wash-out starts) to
move them afterwards in a shut down position where they may work for the total remaining holding period. At
least 60% of the first core inventory may be used up to the total operating period without any safety loss.

shut-down position

high worth control positions

- - control positions showing
less burn-up increments

control cell

FIG. 32. Typical control rod loading pattern
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An existing EMPIRICAL MODEL - is already available for BWR control rods of the type "first core
load" - but in principal such a model is applicable to any design. Some measuring data (radiographic inspection)
about the behaviour of the corresponding control rod type must be available as a function of their burn-up history
and working life in a shut down position. After modelling no further measurements of this particular control rod
type are necessary in any reactor.
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